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Happy Valentine’s  Day!  We’ve had a number of  people working on our New Year ’s  
Challenges and some finished projects are showing up.  With all  the snow and ice this 
year,  it ’s  nice to have a good reason to stay inside and keep your f ingers busy.   If  you 
haven’t  tried one of our challenges,  it ’s  never too late to get started.  See more info 
below. 
 
 

February Monthly Special-  
25% off all Debbie Bliss, Tahki Stacy Charles, and Filatura de 

Crosa Yarns 
	
Debbie Bliss yarns are no longer going to be produced and we are also discontinuing all Filatura and 
Tahki yarns.  Debbie Bliss yarns we have in stock include Angel and Party Angel (mohair/ silk blends), 
Glen (chunky weight wool), Paloma  (bulky weight alpaca), Blue Faced Leicester (dk weight wool), 
Baby Cashmerino Tonals (dk weight merino wool/cashmere blend), Fine Donegal (a sport weight 
wool/ cashmere blend), Lhasa  (worsted weight cashmere and yak), Lolli (a dk weight cotton), and 
Pure Silk Dk. 
 
Filatura yarns include Zara and Zara Plus,( dk and worsted weight superwash merino), Chantal (dk 
silk/cotton/viscose blend) Gioello, (sport weight mohair/wool blend), Marte (chunky weight 
wool/acrylic), Polar (acrylic/wool fancy scarf yarn), and Tempo, (worsted weight cotton/acrylic). 
 
Tahki Stacy Charles yarns include Big Montana (super bulky wool), Catalina and Cotton Classic 
(both dk weight cottons), Cotton Classic Lite (sport weight cotton), Glacier, (chunky brushed alpaca), 
Jackson (chunky weight wool), Ritratto (viscose/ mohair fancy yarn), and Tara Tweed (worsted weight 
wool/nylon blend). 
 

 
NEW YEAR’S CHALLENGES 

 
Our New Year’s challenges are designed to push you out of your comfort zone and try something new 
or different.  This year we will be having three knitting challenges and two crochet challenges as 
described below.  Classes for February and March will be for a larger or more complex item. Tuesday 
evenings  (5-7 pm) will be dedicated to working on the challenges in addition to the Friday and 
Saturday classes. 
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 Knitting Challenge 1:  Knit One Below.  
 
Knit One Below is a two-color fabric that can create columns or vertical stripes of color as well as many other 
designs.  Only one color is used at a time and you alternate regular knit stitches with a stitch knit into the one 
below the stitch on the needle. In February and March you can increase your skills by working on a vest or hat.  
We will be using the book Knit One Below by Elise Duvekot. 
 
 Knitting Challenge 2:  Double Knitting.   
 
In double knitting two fabrics are knitted simultaneously on one pair of needles. The fabrics may be inseparable, 
as in interlock knitted fabrics, or they can simply be two unconnected fabrics.  Try a coaster with a heart motif 
(perfect for Valentine’s Day).  From there you can do a hat or mittens or jump all in with a vest or sweater! We 
will have the books Double Knitting: Reversible Two-Color Designs by M’lou Baber and Knitting Double by 
Anja Belle available. 
 

Knitting Challenge 3:  Nordic Mittens.    
 
Nordic mittens are those beautiful fair-isle mittens that generally have a variety of patterns in them.  Many 
Nordic countries have their own styles and designs and there are a bunch of books available with patterns and 
background information on these designs. Due to the complexity of these mittens (or gloves) we will jump right 
in without a beginner’s project.  If this is your first fair-isle project and you’d like to learn how knit fair-isle mittens 
we do have some simpler patterns.  Big Book of Knitted Mittens by Jorid Linvik, Selbuvotter: Biography of a 
Knitting Tradition by Terri Shea, Mostly Mittens by Charlene Church, and others are available. 
 

Crochet Challenge 1:  Tunisian Crochet 
 
We’ve had classes in Tunisian Crochet before and this is always an easy challenge.  Try a coaster or placemat to 
begin with and then try Tunisian crochet in the round with a purse or fingerless mitts.  Available books 
includeTunisian Crochet Workshop and Tunisian Encore. 
 

Crochet Challenge 2:  Mandalas 
 
Learn how to crochet colorful motifs with a different color and stitch pattern for each round. The crochet 
afghans we did last year use this same technique.  Mandalas are a perfect way to learn this technique and you can 
use the motifs for coasters, doilies, sun catchers, stitch to a background fabric for a pillow, or join many motifs 
together for an afghan or shawl. We have the book Modern Crochet Mandalas and several colorful doily pattern 
books available.  
 
As always, there have to be rules: 
 1) Projects have to be completed after Jan 1, 2018 and before March 31, 2018. 
 2) Customers will receive only one $5.00 off bonus per technique (i.e., one stuffed toy, one 
broche project, etc. However, if you’re very brave and design a brioche project that will be counted as 
two challenges!  You are on your honor that the design-it-yourself project is actually your own and not 
someone else’s. 
 3) Finish 3 different challenge techniques, get an extra $5.00 off (that would be $20.00 total)! 
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 4) To receive the 10% credit for the yarn used for each project, please save your ball bands and 
show us when you show the finished project. 
 5) We love pictures and this year will be featuring pictures of finished projects on Facebook and 
our website. 
 
 

NEW! NEW! NEW! 
 

Something for weaver! – From Ashford Handicrafts we now have warp weights for those darn warp 
ends that are never the right tension, when you need to splice in a new warp strand, or for floating 
selvedges.  The weight is adjustable to provide just the right amount of tension.  Just the thing I’ve 
been needing all these years! 
 
Also coming soon from Skacel – addi FlexiFlips – These mini circular needles feature 3.5" tips with a 1" 
cord) and act as flexible double pointed needles. They are easy to use, stitches are simply distributed 
over two needles, and then knit with the third - resulting in only two needle changes per row. 
FlexiFlips have both an addi® Rocket tip and an addi Turbo® tip.  We have only a small selection of 
these coming in the next week, with more on backorder, and are limiting purchases to one set per 
customer until our full supply is in. 
 

 
In Consideration of . . . (also known as – Donna’s Soapbox): 

 
The Right Tool for the Job 

 
Every craft had tools and gadgets to get the job done, from wood workers to auto mechanics to quilters 
and sewers.  We yarnies (love that name cause it covers all my obsessions) have a million different 
gadgets to keep us in line - from cute little needle point protectors and stitch markers to as many project 
bags as you can get your hands on. 
 
And, as every knitter and crocheter knows, you can never have too many needles and hooks.  I have at 
least four size G hooks in my crochet case and I’m pretty sure I have a least that many more stuck in 
projects here and there.  I also have at least eight US 2 knitting needles cause I did a lot of socks on 
them. 
 
With all that stuff and multiples of many of them, the trick can sometimes be to find the one you need 
for the job.  Many avid crafters recommend buying the best tools you can because quality makes your 
job much easier.  I can definitely attest to this because I have a pair of circular needles that I hate.  The 
cable never straightens even after hanging out with a sweater on it for a couple of years.  As soon as I 
finished the sweater, the damn thing curled back like I had just taken it out of the package.  I also had a 
hard time getting the stitches to slide from the cable to the needle because of the rough join.  So, 
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although the needles were usable, it was a little frustrating.  Lesson here was I should have changed to 
higher quality needles and stopped being frustrated. 
 
More recently, I was working on my knit one below vest using some wickedly sharp addi Olive Wood 
needles. In this technique you knit into the stitch below the one on the needle.  However, once stitches 
are off the needle they relax.  Every time I stuck the needle into the stitch below, I’d split the yarn.  After 
several rows and getting more and more frustrated, the light bulb finally lit up (I’m a little slow on this 
sometimes) and I changed to some addi Turbo needles with a more rounded tip.  Smooth sailing! 
 
I’m often asked which needles and hooks I prefer – metal or wood.  My standard response has been 
that I let the yarn decide.  Wood needles tend to have a little grab to them while metal needles are 
obviously slick.  Mercerized cotton yarns and bamboo tend to be slick also and can slide off metal 
needles just by looking at them – so I use wood needles and hooks for these yarns.  Wool and other 
animal fibers can be a little grabby and they tend to fight with wood needles – these yarns work much 
better with metal needles and hooks. 
 
So beef up your stash of tools and next time someone asks why you have so many needles or hooks you 
can tell them so that you always have the right one for the job! 


